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ENSEMBLE
CLAIM TO FAME

Circulation enhancement through gradient pressure
Helps venous return, capillary stimulation when 
properly fitted
Reduces or eliminates irritation and bruising
Moisture barrier, substantially decreases perspiration
Helps keep skin dry
Frictionless ensemble without piston action
Unique limb/prosthesis bond
Can be machine washed and tumble dried: 
No shrinking, retains softness, elasticity and 
gradient pressure

E N S E M B L E Sheath + Sock=
Worldly acclaimed as the finest Sock / Sheath system, it provides the ultimate care of the residual limb 
by helping promote venous return. A technical breakthrough together with old-fashioned workmanship in 
handsewing brings a matchless level of quality. The DAWFLO  Sock / Sheath ensemble is one of the greatest 
advancements in prosthetic care – it is not “just another sock”.

The DAWFLO  Sheath has a soft surface next to the skin made of the finest sheer material. An outside surface 
that grips the  DAWFLO Sock, preventing movement between Sheath and Sock. It also provides a ventilated 
mesh which allows perspiration to pass through.

The DAWFLO Sock has a soft side, made of pure wool, that “clings” to the outside of the  DAWFLO  Sheath. 
The DAWFLO  Sheath and Sock become integrated, yet keep their individual functions. An outer surface, 
made of synthetic fibers, provides better adherence to the inside of the socket.

When properly fitted, it supports the skin and muscle tissue of the residual limb. The DAWFLO  Sock is highly 
effective in helping to create a perfect, total fit of the prosthesis to the limb. Because the inside is made of 
the finest 100% virgin wool, the DAWFLO  Sock is very efficient in absorbing perspiration. Available in 3, 5 
and 6-ply. The special design allows for easy circulation of the air, thus evaporating perspiration. Besides 
wool, it can also be ordered in Cotton.

Please refer to the chart in Section 1.1F, p.02

HOW TO ORDER

Section 1.1A p.02 SYSTEM


